
Brief write up on Prof.B.S.Murthy 

 

Professor B.Srinivasa Murthy had a long and distinguished career spread over six decades 

and is well known around the globe for his active contribution in the area of internal 

combustion engines. 

He received his B.E degree in Mechanical Engineering from Mysore university in 1946, 

Subsequently he received his Master of science degree in mechanical engineering from the 

university of Wisconsin, U S A and his Ph.D degree in mechanical engineering in 1965 from 

Mysore university. His love for teaching young students led him to take up an academic 

career and served in different educational institutions such as college of engineering 

Guindy, Annamalai university and at the Birla Institute of Technology Ranchi. He then joined 

Indian Institute of Technology Madras in 1966 as a professor, where he had played a pivotal 

role in establishing a good research laboratory for internal combustion engines. At IIT 

Madras he had served as head, Mechanical Engineering department, dean and also as acting 

director at times. He had retired from IIT Madras in 1982 and proceeded to take up visiting 

professorship at the University of Santa Clara, California for several years. After his return to 

India he became a honorary professor at College of Engineering Guindy and was quite active 

to pursue his interest in research and in the formation of SAE India. 

Prof.B.S.Murthy was an enthusiastic researcher in the area of internal combustion engines. 

His fields of research include alternative fuels, exhaust pollution control of combustion 

engines, air movement in combustion chambers and basic combustion studies. He had 

made phenomenal contribution in building up the research facilities in internal combustion 

laboratory at IIT Madras. Indeed he was a motivating force to all the B.Tech, M.Tech, MS 

students and Ph.D research scholars. Further he was quite active in getting funds for 

sponsored research projects from government agencies and from abroad. He had 

supervised about 15 Ph.D, 12 MS and numerous M.Tech projects at IIT Madras. He had 

published a large number of papers in national, international journals and conferences. He 

had participated or chaired several international conferences both at home and abroad. 

He invited Professor P.S.Myers of University of Wisconsin, President of Society of 

Automotive Engineers USA to IIT Madras in 1968 wherein the visiting SAE president had 

expressed a desire to start SAE India. It is in this endeavour that Professor Murthy had 

started the background work and all his efforts have succeeded in setting up the SAE India 

whose headquarters is in Chennai. To honour his contribution the alumni of IIT Madras and 

other Indian institutions have contributed a significant amount and instituted a prize on his 

name for the best paper presentation in SAE India Conferences. 

Even more than for his professional eminence he is remembered for his warm and humane 

approach to his students and colleagues. They always found him to be very helpful and was 

quite popular with students. All those who have worked with him remember with pleasure 

about their association with him. 

  


